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The sudden failure of rnetal structures under load, which has

been a design problern for rnany years, is characterized by a crack

propagation rate which approaches the speed of sound in the rnaterial.

These failures, which are often known as catastrophic fractures,

may be divided into two types which depend on the particular material

in question. Eractures which cause a very srnall arnount of plastic

deforrnation associated with low energy absorption are known as

brittle fractures, whereas high energy absorption during fracture,

due to large amounts of plastic deformation, is associated with

ductile fracture.

The Griffith theory for spontaneous fracture in brittle materials

states that the strain energy released during fracture must be greater

than the energy needed to forrn the new crack surface area. This

theory, which has been verified experirnentally for brittle rnaterials,

is not applicable to ductile rnaterials since the energy of plastic
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deforrnation during crack propagation rnust be taken into account.

The revised and sirnplified theory for ductile rnaterials states that

the strain energy rnust exceed the energy needed to cause plastic

deforrnation ahead of the crack. The steps in the fracture of ductile

rnaterials are initiation, slow crack growth, and rapid or catastro-

phic crack propagation, and the variable plastic deforrnation involved

in these steps causes the Process to be cornplex in behavior and

analysis. However, an understanding of the causes of slow and rapid

crack growth can be obtained by studying the effects of plastic defor-

rnation at the tip of a proPagating crack.

The objective of this thesis was to investigate the factors which

affect the tendency for a ductile crack to propagate catastrophically.

This was accornplished through the use of two types of investigations.

In the first investigation an atternpt was rnade to obtain catastrophic

failure in I8 x 32 inch uniaxially stressed sheets of cornrnercial

household aluminurn foil by introducing a crack in the center of the

sheet in such a rnanner that the crack was elongated outwards in

each direction. The catastrophic failure which was observed, how-

ever, was due to the addition of extra energy to the systern boundaries

which was not accounted for in the theory. Slow crack propagation

was a1 so observed and led to the second investigation.

The plastic deforrnation at the crack tip was studied by visual

of the

was done

observation using a rnetallograph and by actual rneasurernent

arnount of deforrnation occurring during crack growth. This



with a Tukon rnicrohardness tester in which indentations were placed

on the foil specirnens, which were later given a srnal-I crack at the

{:

center, and which were rnounted in a dri1l press viCe on the tester.
:)

The crack was then propagated by turning the screw on the viCe and

measurenlents of the deforrnation between the indentations were

rnade.

The photographs and rneasurernents of the plastic deforrnation

at the crack tip showed that deforrnation existed throughout the entire

specimen and was not localized in a given area at the crack tip as has

been assurred in sorne theories. The existance of elastic strain in

the rnaterial was shown by the occurrence of elastic recovery in the

strain relieved areas of the cracked rnaterial although no differen-

tiation could be made between the area of elastic and plastic defor-

rnation. The existance of a stable configuration of iso-strain con-

tours surrounding the tip of the crack was also shown.

Calculations of the strain energy needed to satisfy the plastic

deformation energy requirernents showed that a crack length of about

49 inches would be needed to cause catastrophic failure. This is

rnuch larger than the specimen size used and would exPlain the lack

of rapid crack growth in the tests run under near theoretical condi-

tions.
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CATASTROPHIC PROPAGATION OF DUCTILE
CRACKS IN METALLIC FOILS

INTRODUCTION

The problern of fracture in rnetals has been well known ever

since the first irnplernents were fabricated thousands of years ago' It

is only recently, however, that any sort of understanding has been

attained of the Processes that occur during the fracturing of a rnetal

structure. Even now, a great deal of confusion is associated with the

causes of the various types of fracture that occur and the relationships

between these causes.

Catastrophic Crack ProPagation

It is generally noted that there are two basic types of fracture,

brittle and ductile, which are associated with the various types of

rnaterials. It has been found, however, that one type of fracture is

not necessarily associated with one given rnaterial. Instead, sorne

rnaterials are caPable of fracturing either in a ductile or a brittle

rnanner depending on the particular rnaterial and on the external con-

ditions such as the loading Tate' stress concentrations, and ternpera-

ture of the rnaterial. This ductile-to-br;Itle transition in the proPer-

ties of a rnaterial is of extrerne irnportance and is of particular con-

cern in structural steels.

The graph in Figure I shows the transition of a structural

steel frorn ductile to brittle as the ternperature of testing decreases.
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These data were obtainedfrorn Charpy irnpact tests in which srnall,

notched specirnens of a rnaterial are subjected to irnpact bending. It

is seen that the energy absorption ability of the rnaterial decreased as

the te sting ternperature decreased.

Practical exarnples of the problerns that this transition can cause

have been seen in the failures of many steel ships. In rnost cases of

brittie fracture the velocity of propagation of the crack approaches

the speed of sound in the rnaterial. This rapid crack extension is often

terrned catastrophic propagation and is cornrnon in brittle rnaterials --

rnaterials that can fracture with the absorption of little energy'

The analysis of the causes of fractures is not, however, as

sirnple as rnight be indicated in the above discussion. It has been

{ound that ductile rnetals can fracture in a catastrophic rnanner even

when they are subjected to average stresses far below the normal

tensile strength of the rnaterial. This phenornenon has been observed

and investigated by several other workers in the field and it forrns the

basis for the present investigation.

Thesis Objective

The objective of this thesis was to rnake a general investigation

of the factors which affect the tendency for a crack in a ductile

rnaterial to propagate in a catastrophic rnanner.



LITERATURE REVIEW

The rnathernatical description of the phenornenon of crack pro-

pagation is one which has not as yet been clearly and cornpletely

derived. The theory behind the growth of rapid cracks is currently

under investigation by rnany workers in the field and the prirnary

theories have tended to divide thernselves into two different schools',

those which describe the process through the use of stress analysis at

the crack tip, and those which consider the energies involved in caus-

ing the crack to propagate. Although the energy rnethod has been

called inadequate by sorrre who are of the stress analysis school , it

has certain advantages in that the satisfaction of the energy require-

ments is a necessary condition before propagation can take place and

the energy rnethod is probably the rnost widely accepted and rno st

thoroughly developed of all the theories that have yet been proposed.

Griffith Crack Theory

In developing the theory for the rapid propagation of cracks in a

ductile rnaterial it is convenient to first consider the criteria for the

propagation of a crack in a brittle rnaterial as was first proposed by

Griffith. This theory was verified by experirnents perforrned on glass

rods. To understand this theory consider a rectangular specirnen

which has a tensile stress applied to it which is insufficient to cause
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fracture. An elliptical discontinuity is then introduced into the rod as

shown in Figure 2. The problern is to relate the length of the crack,

ZC, to the average stress necessary to extend it. The Griffith theory

states that the crack wij.tr grow in length if the decrease in the elastic

strain energy due to ar:. increase in C is greater than the increase in

the surface energy caused by increasing the free surface area of the

crack due to elongation of the crack (8, P. 153-198).

The value of the decrease in elastic strain energy due to the

forrnation of a crack of length ZC in a rnediurn subjected to an average

stress o is estirnated as:I

^ZZ
Strain Energy = $-91E

The surface energy is given by, 4CSt, where S is the specific sur-

face energy, and 4Ct is the crack surface area. In order for the

crack to be in equiLibriurn the rate of the reduction in the elastic

energy rnust equal the rate of the increase in the surface energy'

Assurning the thickness, t, as unity:

,^zz
Stncs ) =o

.ZES.I IZs = (-^)
C TTU

I Th" table of nornenclature preceeding the Introduction contains all
the syrnbols used in this thesis.
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rnaterial

Physical Situation to Which
is Applied.

Fig. Z. the Griffith Analysis



Consequently, as the value of C increases, the critical value of

stress decreases so that as the crack elongates the average stress

required to extend it spontaneously becornes progressively Iess

( 5, p. I97) .

Modification of the Griffith Theory for Ductile Materials

The Griffith theory is or:Iy applicable to cornpletely brittle

rnaterials and hence is of littLe u.se in describing the growth of cracks

in rnetals in which plastic deforrnation usually occurs. For a ductile

rnaterial, the effects of pl.astic deforrnation in a thin layer of rnaterial

near the crack surface on the energies involved rnust be considered.

Orowan has shown that the addition of a plastic deforrnation terrn to

the Griffith energy theory for brittle rnaterials will describe the

energy relation in a ductil"e fracture (I3). For the ductile rnode of

fracture the energy equation rrlay be written:

dX dG dS dP dK

--l--:-r-
dA'dA-dA dA,dA

where:

dA = Incrernent of new surface that is created by an incrernental
extension of the crack.

dX Rate of external work d.one by boundary forces loading the
A = specirnen with increases in crack surface area.

dG Rate of strain energy released with increases in crack surface
E = area.
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dS Rate of surface energy increase required by the rnaterial with
dA= increases in crack surface area.

dP Rate of energy absorbed in plastic deforrnation with increases
eE= in crack surface area.

dK Rate of increase in kinetic energy of the systern with increases
E = in crack surface area.

For ductile rnaterials, Orowan has shown

_4
I0 ' tirnes dP/aa and thus rnay be ignored (I3).

then becornes:

that dS/dA is about

The energy equation

dX .,_ dG _ dP -L dK
dA' dA- dA' dA

For the purpose of cornparison, the energy relation for a

brittle material is:

dx dG

-] -dA,dA
dS

- _J-- dA'
dK
dA

This is a more general expression than the one already given in the

discussion of brittle fracture in that the previous energy equation was

for the case where the strain rate was zero and hence the work done

and the kinetic energy terms were zero.

It will be noticed that the only difference in these two expres-

sions is the interchange of dP/dA and dS/dA. For a brittle fracture

dS/dA is a physical constant of the rnaterial, whereas, dP/dA for a

ductile rnaterial is dependent on other variables. These include:

Geornetry considerations, volume of yielded rnaterial, loading condi-

tions, and work hardening characteristic of the rnaterial.



The stability of the

change of kinetic energy.

states are shown below:

Stable State

ductile crack

The energy

is related to the rate of

equations for these three

dx
dA

dG-dP* ae' dA when dK-n
dA-"

Unstable State

dx dG
_-L-\

dA dA

Critical State

dP'=-- whendA
dK
dA = (+)

dx dG dP dK
dA 

+ uo = dA when;A = o

For the purpose of this investigation, the

most interest since it represents the boundary

instability. Therefore, the kinetic energy will

the following discussion.

Application of the Ductile Crack Theory

critical state is of the

between stability and

not be considered in

The terrns on the left-hand side of the above equation are the

energies which cause the cracking and they are dependent upon the

geornetry, loading conditions, and elastic properties of the rnaterial.

There are two basic geornetrical configurations which rnay be con-

sidered for a sheet of rnaterial stressed uniaxially. These are the

case where the boundaries of the sheet are clarnped at infinity and the

case where the boundaries are clarnped a finite distance frorn the

crack. These configurations are shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3a.
Boundaries
effectively at
infinity

Crack

Foil

Strain
Boundaries

Fig. 3b.
Boundaries
at finite
distance from
the crack

Crack

Foil

relieved
area

Fig. 3. Geornetrical Configurations for a Crack in Foil Sheets.
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For the case where the boundaries in the direction of loading

are at infinity, the sheet is loaded and the loading boundaries are

fixed in position so that no further energy rnay be supplied to the

systern. Therefore:

dx_- 0
dA

The energy equation then becornes:

dG dP
dA=dA

As the crack begins to progress, the strain energy rnay be

visualized to be released frorn the shaded area in Figure 3a. This

released energy is estirnated as:

Z,
o=ft-Krlot

where:

!. - Lenglh of the crack

t - Thickness of the sheet (constant)

\ - A nurnerical constant (Kl ='rr /Z)

o - Stress applied before cracking

E - Modulus of elasticity (constant)

The new area forrned per unit increase in crack length is:

dA = ztdl.

Therefore, differentiating the expression for G:

dcdGts?
ae = i Z= zE ^,-l
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Instability occurs when the rate of release of strain energy, dG/dA,

exceeds the rate of dissipation of plastic work, dP/dA. Experirnental

results have shown that dP/dA is fairly constant and for the PurPose

of this derivation it is assurned that this is true (14, P. B-8). At the

critical crack length:

ZdP dG r KIlc,
dA dA ZE

dG/dA will increase as the crack Iengthens beyond I"- and will then

exceed dP/dA. The boundary between stable and unstable cracks is:

dG

-=dA
s -KI acr

ZE

This is the relation of most interest. It also provides a pararneter

which rnay be used to evaluate the effects of rnetallurgical variables

upon the value of the critical crack length.

Consideration of the second geometrical configuration, Figure

3b, will illustrate the effects of geornetry on the critical crack length.

In this case the boundaries are considered to be located at a finite

distance of. nlZ frorn the crack in a sheet of width'rbil whereh/Z is

rnuch less thanrtbrr. As the crack lengthens, the area frorn which the

strain energy is released is confined by the existance of the boundaries.

'When the crack is long enough, the strain energy becornes proportional

to the first power of the crack length. The strain energy is esti-

rnated as:
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Kzt}j.t

dGz
a[ = fuxrt..

Applying the stability c ondition:

z
ot=zE

dP dG

-= -dA dA

where dP/dA is constant, and dG/dA increases with rrhrr we obtain:

dG n'-- .

dA = 4E Kz^.t

Therefore, the critical crack length criterion is replaced by a critical

boundary spacing criterion. It is irnportant to note that in both cases

the basic criterion for crack stability is the rate of release of stored

energy (14, p. 13).

For any particular set of test conditions, criticality rnay be

deterrnined by the crack length or by the boundary spacing and in

sorne cases by both. In order to understand this phenornenon it is

convenient to consider the effect of 't lrr and tt}rrlztt on the value of

dG/dA. This rnay be done by plotting a graph of dG/dA for various

values of I Frorn the equation in which the boundaries are con-

sidered to be at infinity:

dGZ
fr = ,L**r'

it can be seen that there is a linear relationship between dG/dA and l.
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When this is plotted for various values of stress there will result a

series of straight lines passing through the origin.. Each line will

represent a different value of stress. These are shown by the

sloping lines in f igure 4.

Frorn the criterion for criticality:

dP dG
dA=dA

it can be seen that there is a val.i:.e of dG/dA at which criticality

occurs. Therefore, for any given value of stress the crack length can

be increased until the critical value of dG/dA is reached at which

point the crack propagates catastrophically.

As the boundary spacing is decreased, the situation becornes

increasingly cornplex. As has been previously pointed out, the effect

of decreasing 'th/2r'is to cause the boundary clarnps to intersect the

strain relieved area. This in turn affects the energy that is available

for crack propagation. In the case wherehl2 is rnuch less than the

width of the sheet, the relation involving dG/dA is:

dG u ,nrn
dA= 4E

As can be seen, the crack length has no effect on the value of dG/dA.

Hence, for a given stress condition the value of.hlZ corresponding to

the different values of dG/dA can be calculated. When this is done,

a series of lines parallel to the abcissa rnay be drawn. This is shown

by the horizontal lines in Figure 4. Since the criterion for instability
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is still applicable,

dP dG
dA=dA

it carr be seen that as hlZ increases sorne value will be reached at

which instability occurs. Hence, ah.orizontal line can be drawn on

the graph which corresponds to the critical value of dG/dA.

Between the region of h/Z =q and h/Z rnuch less thanrrbt',

there is a transition regiorr in which both I and h have sorne effect on

the tendency for instabil.ity. Since no reliable theory has yet been

established for this transition region it is irnpossible to predict the

exact shape of the curve in this region. It is probable, however,

that the transition will be a srnooth curve as shown in Figure 4.

The significance of these curves can be illustrated by two

exarnples. Consider two cracks of lengths I, and !.-, for a given value

of stress. The conditions for instability are then deterrnined by the

values of h.

For I = 4 and h=h, the value of dG/dA is given by point rrarr and--1 I

is less than dP/dA, therefore, the crack is stable. For h=h, the

value of dG/dA is in the transition region shown by point rrbrr but since

dG/dA is less than dP/dA the crack should still be stable. At h=h4

the value of dG/dA is given by point "c". In this case dG/dA>dP/dA

and the crack will be unstable. The value of h does not affect the

stability in this case.
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For I = l^ and h=h^, dG/dA = dP/dA and conditions are critical,Z5

and for h=h,, dG/dA>dP/dA and the crack is unstable. It is irnportant
+

to re alize that the value of I is not of controlling irnportance as f ar as

instability is concerned for these latter cases. The value of. !.rtnay

decrease to the point indicated by f before the entrance into the tran-

sition region begins to cause changes in I to have an effect on dG/dA.

The only variable which determines instability in the last two cases

discussed above is the }:oundary spacing h.

The preceeding discu.ssion of theory was for the case of a

rapidly propagating crack. It has been found, however, that a crack

has more than one mode of propagation through a ductile rnaterial. In

discussing crack initiation and propagation it is convenient to divide

the fracture process into three parts: crack initiation, slow crack

extension, and fast crack extension to failure. In rnost rnaterials the

process of crack initiation usually involves a stress concentration

which occurs in associalion with a geornetric discontinuity. These

discontinuities are the result of flaws in the rnaterials, holes and

joints in the structure, fatigue cracks, and fabrication defects.

The characteristics of slow crack propagation are also

dependent on several different factors and particularly on the type and

rate of loading. There are three phenornena which will cause slow

crack extension: ( 1) local variations in the rnaterials properties in-

duced by loads that continuously increase over a lirnited period of
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tirne, as in a tensile test, (2) IocaI failure in the rnaterial wrought by

a steady load applied over a long period in the presence of high

ternperature or adverse atmosphere, and (3) locaI changes induced in

the rnaterial by repeated loads. The first of these cases is of the

most interest since it is invoLved in the current series of tests.

Investigations of slow crack extension under these loading conditions

have shown that the farther the slow crack extends prior to cornplete

fracture, the lower the load that is needed to cause instability and a

runaway condition. It has been shown that this inverse function is the

product of the stress at fracture times the size of the crack surface

area due to slow crack extension and is equal to a constant. Or:

a -A = Ct

It has been further shown that this constant is G the arnount of energy

that rnust be added to open the crack to the critical point of instability

(5, p. 30).

There is, however, one other factor which rnust be taken into

account in the discussion of this process. This is the hypothesis that

as the crack progresses, the size of the zoti.e of plastically deforrned

rnaterial at the tip of the crack increases which in turn increases the

resistance of the rnaterial to crack extension. However, as the

arnount of crack extension per unit stress incrernent increases due to

an increase in the overall stress the process eventually ceases to be

self -lirniting so that the crack extends without any further increases
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in stress. Figure 5 shows the relation of the stress on the material

to the crack length. As the stress is increased the crack will prog-

ress frorn the steady state to slow crack growth to rapid crack

growth and fracture as the length of the crack is increased (3, p. 38t).

Sorne factors which rnay affect the process of slow crack ex-

tension are: rnaterial properties, section size, temperature, envi-

ronrTlent, and loading history. Irwin has correlated the effects of

etress on the tendency towards slow crack growth and has exPressed

this relation in terms of a stress-intensity factor, K. As the stress.

increases and the crack length increases, the value of the stress

intensity factor will also increase until it reaches a value of K, at
c

which point the crack will begin to propagate slowly. As the stress

continues to increase to its rnaxirnurn value tl:e value of K will also

increase until it reaches

stress and at which tirne

(3, p. 390).

a value of K
c

the crack will

at the rnaximurn value of

p ropag ate c atastrophic ally
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
PHASE ONE

Expe rimental Equipme nt

The design of the experirnental equiprnent involved consideration

of the various assurnptions that were made in deriving the theoretical

basis for the tests that were to be perforrned. However, since there

was no rnethod available for definitely determining the rnagnitudes of

several of the variables involved it was necessary to design the

apparatus in such a rnanner that tests could be run under a wide range

of testing conditions. Since it was anticipated that changes would

have to be made in the basic test setup, the equiprnent was construct-

ed out of wood in order to facilitate these changes when they becarne

necessary.

The test frarne was constructed frorn two by four inch fir

lumber and was bolted togetJrer in order to al1ow it to be disrnantled

and rnoved. The finished fra:me is shown in Figure 5. In order to

sirnplify the specirnen loading operation the foil sheets were tested

by rnounting thern vertically and using dead weight loading. The

supporting frarne was built to sit on a table and allow the foil and

weights to hang over the edge.

The foil sheets were attached to the supporting frarne through

clarnps which gripped the foil during the test. These grips were
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Fig. 6. Testing Apparatus for Phase One.
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constructed out of ash hardwood and were rnade long enough to allow

for testing under a wide range of geornetrical configurations. A

photograph of the finished clarnps is shown in Figure 7. The interior

surfaces of the clarnps were lined with strips of foam rubber weather

stripping to assure an even distribution of the load along the edge of

the foil and to assure a secure grip on the foil so that it would not

tear or pull loose frorn the clarnps when the stressing load was

applied. The foil was secured in the clarnps with eight rnachine

screws and wing nuts on each clarnp. The upper clarnp was fastened

directly to the supporting frarne and the lower clarnp was allowed to

hang freely frorn the bottom edge of the foil. Screw eyes were

inserted into the lower clarnp and nylon cord was attached with which

the load was applied through a systern of pulleys which evenly distri-

buted the load along the lengtJ: of the clarnp. The load consisted of a

series of lead weights which were suspended in a steel sling attached

to the harness on the lower clamp. In sorne of the tests the loading

weights were only used during the initial stressing of the rnaterial.

Once the load was applied, the lower clamp was fastened securely to

the test frarne for the duration of the test. This procedure was

necessary in order to justify the assurnptions of a constant load on

the material and no work done on the systern during fracture, which

were rnade during the development of the theory.

The cracks in the stressed foils were initiated through the use
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Fig. 7, FoiL Clarnps.

( Note foam rubber lining on disassernbled clarnp)
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of a triangular shaped knife blade which was rnoved through the foil.

This allowed the crack to be initiated at the center of the foil and

propagated outward an equal arnount in each direction. This was

accornplished by mounting the knife on the end of a long threaded rod.

The rod was mounted in a bracket and was rnoved through the foil by

turning a large rnicrorneter nut which was placed on the rod. The

knife blade mechanisrn is shown in Figure 8. Springs were added to

the rod to assure that a1I the slack would be eliminated. The knife

blade was prohibited frorn turning by a srnall foot attached to the rod

which ran in a track milled into the base plate. A scale was provided

on the baee plate so that the travel of the knife could be rneasured and

calibration marks were placed on the large turning nut so that it could

be used as a rnicrolrleter. Since the rod was threaded with twenty

threads to the inch, and the rnicrorneter nut was divided into ten

divisions, this provided a reproducibility of knife rnovernent of 0.01

inches. The angle on thepoint of the knife blade rnechanisrn was cut

to 62.0 degrees in order to sirnplify the calculation of the crack length

frorn the rnicrorneter readings and the knife blade angle since the

tangent of. 620 is 0. 600.

The knife blade rnechanisrrr was rnounted on the support frame

so that there would be a rnaximum possible travel of the blade of about

five and one-ha1f inches. The cutting blade was rnade frorn a sheet of

thin steel which was sheared to size and the cutting edges ground and
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Fig. 8. Knife B1ade Mechanisrn.
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honed until a very sharp edge was obtained' It was necessary to

grind a long taper on the blade so that the thicker part of the blade

would not affect the cutting action of the edge'

Exoe rimental Pr oce dure

The testing prograrn in which the wooden testing frarne was

used represented the initial efforts to correlate experirnental work

with theory. In these tests the foil sheets, which were rnade frorn

household alurninurn foil and which rneasured approximately 32 by 18

inches and were 0.001 inches thick, were rnounted in the end clamps

using two spacer sheets of rnasonite which were to insure that the foil

was placed in the clarnps squarely. First, the top edge of the foil

wa6 mounted in the upper clarnp and then the lower clarnp was attached

to the bottorn edge of the foi1. The sheets of rnasonite were then re-

moved and the alurninurn foil checked to see that there was no wrin-

kling or tearing in the edges. The clarnps were also checked to be

sure that they were parallel to each other. If the foil was then found

to be satisfactorily rnounted the dead weight loads were applied by

lifting the lead weights up and hooking them onto the nylon harness

which was attached to the lower edge of the bottorn clarnp' The

weights were then lowered until the full load was supported by the foil'

Providing that fracture did not take place during this phase of

the operation, due to excentric loading or srnall tears in the edges of
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the foil, the crack was then initiated in the foil. This rvas accom-

plished by rotating the rnicrometer nut on the knife blade rnechanisrn

in such a manner as to cause the knife to pierce the foil and forrn a

crack of increasing length as the knife continued to rnove. This pro-

cedure was continued until the crack began to run under the action of

the applied loads and ended in failure of the rnaterial. The crack

length was then noted in order to calculate the energies involved. In

sorne of the tests in this series the lower clarnp was fixed to the body

of the test frarne by using "C" c1arnps which resulted in the load

theoretically being held constant and no work being perforrned on the

boundarie s.

Experimental Results

The results of the tests were inconclusive. Catastrophic crack

propagation appeared to occur during some of the tests but there was

no reproducibility frorn one test to the next. The tests which did

show this phenornenon were run with the boundaries free so that work

was done on the system. Rapid crack extension was not observed,

however, in the tests where the lower boundary was clarnped. Several

of the other tests in this series ended in prernature failure because of

tearing of the foil caused by non-uniforrn stressing of the foil or

slippage in the foil clarnps. Also, in all of the tests in this phase the

strain relieved area was observed to intersect the boundary clarnps
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thus making the assurned theory inapplicable.

Analysis of Experirnental EquiPrnent

Obviously, this equiprnent did not operate properly under all of

the previously rnentioned conditions. The basic design was satis-

factory in principle but there were certain disadvantages in the

operation. The greatest problern which occurred involved the load

application systern. In order to create a stress of high enough rnag-

nitude to cause catastrophic crack propagation it was necessary to

use loads approaching 200 pounds. This was accornplished by using

50 pound slabs of lead which were piled on the loading sling attached

to the lower foil clarnp. However, it becarne difficult to apply the

load evenly so as to avoid irnpact loading and to avoid causing eccen-

tric loads on the foil. The best method seerned to be to place all the

weights in the sling and then lift then into place on the clarnp. The

rnain difficulty was encountered in lifting the 200 pound loads into

place without jerking or tearing the foil.

Problerns were also encountered in attaching the foil clarnps to

the test frarne, so that the conditions of no work on the boundaries

could be established, due to the lower foil clarnprs position below the

bottorn of the supporting frarne. It was also difficult to mount the foil

in the clarnps so that the clarnps were always parallel and the foil was

always vertical. For these reasons and the fact that it was not felt



that the wooden frarne satisfied the requirernents oI a rigid

under these loads it was decided that a different apparatus

employed in which these problerns would be alleviated.

30

structure

should be
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
PHASE TWO

Expe rirne ntal Equiprnent

In order to alleviate the problerns encountered in the first set

of tests, the foil clarnps were shifted to a vertical creep testing

apparatus which was available at the tirne. The creep equiprnent was

originally designed to tesL strands of wire under high stresses at

elevated ternperatures. trt was therefore necessary to convert the

rnachine to conforrn to the requirernents of the present tests. The

rnachine consisted basically of two vertical channels on top of which

was placed a counterbalanced lever. One end of the lever, which was

rnounted on knife edges, was fitted with an adaptor which attached to

the creep specirnens. The other end was used for applying the load.

The lower grip for the creep specirnens was attached to a large,

square thread screw rnounted on the machine with which the load was

applied.

The conversion process consistdd of rernoving the furnace frorn

the apparatus and adapting the creep grips so that they could be

attached to the foil grips. The knife blade rnechanisrn was also re-

moved frorn the original apparatus and rnounted between the two

pieces of supporting channel flanges. In order to facilitate the rnount-

ing of the foil in the grips and also to increase the rigidity of the grips,
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pieces of sheet rnetal were clad to the clamps r-r.sing wood screws with

holes drilled to rnake clearance for the clarnp tightening screws.

Figure 9 shows the apparatus after the conversion had been

completed. The loading lever had a terr-to-one ratio so that to have a

150 pound load on the foi"i it was only necessary to add 15 pounds to

the rear of the lever. At.tached to the front end of the loading lever

was a second. knife edge frorrr which was suspended a ball swivel joint

on which the upper foil cl"arnp was hung. The swivel joint allowed the

clarnps freedorn of rnovernent in. al 1 ptranes and assured that there

would be no eccentric loads applied to the foil.

Expe rirnental Proce dure

The second series of the experirnental tests using the rnodified

creep testing rnachine were sirnilar in procedure to the first series

of tests except that the rnechanical features of the equiprnent allowed

a higher degree of accuracy to be attained while rnore careful obser-

vation of the crack could be rnade than was possible with the original

equiprnent. The operation. of this equiprnent consisted of rnounting the

foil in the sarne set of cla-tnps that were used in the original tests

although, as previou.sly rnentioned, the clarnPS were not rigidly fixed

to the body of the rnachi.n.e. The foil was laid out on a table and the

clarnps were attached to each end. The squareness of the clarnps

was insured by rneasuring the foil instead of using the rnasonite sheets
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Fig. 9. Test Apparatus for Phase Two Using Converted
Creep Tester.
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The clarnps were tightened and the cornplete assernbl.y l"i"fted into

place on the rnachine. Wi.th a srnall arnount of pra.cti.ce this could be

accornplished withouLt any wrinkling of the foil. The ripper clarnp was

hung on the swivel joint attached to the loading lever and the bottorn

clarnp was attached to the jack screw. The desired load was then

placed on the rear end of the loading Xever and the screw was tight-

ened until the lever was Lifted frorn its support. At this point the de-

sired stress was preseni. in the foil and the crack was then initiated

in the foil using the knife blade rnechan-isrn and the sarne rnethods as

were used in the first series of tests.

The running of an actual test involved the rnanipulation of

several different parts of the rnachine and the observation of different

phenornena at the sarne tirne. This led to operational difficulties due

to the fact that the construction of the basic testing frarne prevented

the operator frorn being able to reach both the load application screw

and the rnicrorneter nut on the knife blade rnechanisrn sirnulataneously.

This was the result of using previously constructed equiprnent which

was not precisely suited to this application. The microrneter nut

was located behind the testing frarne and close observation of the

progression of the crack was not possible although it was not corn-

pletely unobservable. The inaccessability of the loading screw rnade

it difficult to apply the load but the problerr] was overcorne by loading

the foil to a point such that the loading lever was lifted high enough
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frorn its supporting blocks to accornodate any drop ti;ar rnight occur

during the test due to the elongation of the sheet. This, of course,

rneant that work was done on the systern and also that {che stress was

constantly increasing as the crack elongated due to a decrease in the

cross-sectional area of the rnaterial. This rnade the determination

of the stress that was present at the instant of criticality irnpossible

since the crack length at criticali.ty could not be deterrnined.

In order to eliminate the work done on the systern it was de-

cided to place a block under the loading lever after the proper load

had been applied. Once the l.ever was in the floating position, a

srnall block was placed underneath the lever so that any downward

rnovernent of the weighted end of the lever was elirninated but no load

was relieved frorn the lever initially.

Experirnental Re sults

It was during the test runs under the latter conditions that the

difficulties in crack length deterrnination becarne apparent. It was

noted that once the crack had been initiated and enlarged with the knife

b1ade, the crack would jurrrp ahead of the edge of the knife as though

catastrophic propagation had begun except that it would fail to con-

tinue to grow and would stop. This would result in a decrease in the

load due to the toading lever corning in contact with the supporting

block which in turn would decrease the stress. However, once the
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load was increased again the crack would continue to grow but would

again stop for the reasons previously stated. This process would

continue until a point was reached where the crack would continue to

grow slowIy and then would suddenly begin to propagate catastrophi-

al1y.

Analysis of Experimental EquiPrnent

It was obvious that catastrophic failure was occurring but it

was irnpossible to exactly state the instant at which spontaneous

propagation began and to specify the conditions under which it took

place. Probably the hardest of the pararneters to deterrnine was the

critical crack length. Since the crack would, in general, grow a.head

of the edge of the knife blad,e it'was'not possible to irse the rnicro-

rneter readings as an indication of the crack length. Irwin (5, P. 36)

notes experiencing the sarne problern and solved it through the use

of ink staining in which a drop of ink was placed at the tip of the

crack. The surface tension of the ink would allow it to follow the

crack during slow crack extension but it would fail to keep up with

the tip during rapid crack growth. , Consequently, the point of criti-

cality could be determined by noting the positions of the ink stains on

the material adjacent to the crack. This rnethod was not atternpted,

however, since the investigation becarne pointed towards the study of

the ef{ects of plastic deforrnation at the crack tip.
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Since the occurrence of slow crack growth was obviously a

contributing factor in the fracture process which affected the critical

length and the stress conditions at the instant of catastrophic failure

it was desirable to investigate the conditions of slow crack growth so

that the phenornenon of rapid crack growth rnight be better understood.
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EXPERTMENTAL STUDIES
PHASE THREE

Investigation of the available literature on slow crack growth

showed that one important assurnption involved the existance of an

area of plastic deformation preceeding the tip of the crack whose

size continued to increase as the crack Progressed (10, P. 8). If

this was true it appeared to be of rnajor irnportance and it was de-

cided to study the plastic deforrnation that preceded the tip of the

crack as it progressed.

Expe rirn ental EquiPment

In order to obtain a visual observation of this phenornenon,

srnall specirnens of foil were rnounted in a drill press vice with which

the foil could be stressed. A smal1 crack was introduced into the

center of the foil and parallel to the viie jaws by slitting with a razo:-

b]ade. The vice was then inverted on the stage of a rnetallograph and

a series of photornicrographs were taken at various positions of the

crack as it progressed due to increases in the distance between the

viie jaws. These photornicrographs are shown in Figure 15.

A series of tests were also run in which the arnount of defor-

rnation occurring in the rnaterial as the crack Progressed was

actually rneasured. This was done on a Tukon rnicrohardness tester

which was adapted for use under the particular conditions of these
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tests. The rnicrohardness tester consists of an indentor, an indentor

loading systern, and an identation measuring rnicroscope. The

specirnen and the vice are rnounted on a rnicroton which is rnovable

in two dirnensions so that the specimen rnay be positioned under the

indentor. The rnicroton is rnounted on a slide which alIows a parti-

cular part of the specirnen to be positioned under the indentor and then

slid forward so that it cornes directly under the rnicroscoPe.

Figure l0 shows a close up of the specirnen and the rnicroton.

Expe rirnental Pro ce dure s

The specirnens in these tests were sheets of foil about one and

one-ha1f inches wide and three inches long which were rnounted in a

drill press vice. This allowed the foil to be stressed by turning the

screw on the vice. See Figure 10. The indentations on the foil were

made by placing a polished piece of copper behind the foil to give it

support and using the lightest available load on the indentor. These

indentations were later used for rneasurernent purposes. The actual

indentation process was autornatic once the specirnen had been po-

sitioned under the indentor and the result was a diarnond shaped

irnpression on the surface of the foil. The points of the diamonds

were used for rneasuring the distances between the various irnpres-

sions and for deterrnining the amount of deforrnation which occurred

during stressing. The rnicroscope was equiPPed with a scale and a
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Fig. 10. Microton and Specirnen on Microhardness Tester
Used in Phase Three.
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rnovable hairline so that the distances cou.ld be read frorn the scale

without rnoving the specirnen, The rnicrorneter screws on the base of

the rnicroton were used in the deterrnination of the distances frorn

the tip of the crack to the various sets of indentations. The unit

rnarkings on the screws were equal to 0.01 rnillirneters. tr'igure 1l

shows a typical crack tip and indentations.

A srnall crack was introduced into the center of the sheet with

a r.azor blade and each end of the crack was given a sharp tip. The

vice was then rnounted on the rnicroton of the rnicrohardness tester

and the irnpressions were placed on the foil. In the first set of tests,

six indentations were rnade perpendictllar to the axis of the crack

and approxirnately five-eighths of an inch ahead of the tip. The initial

distance frorn the tip of the crack to the set of indentations was

accurately rneasured along with the distance between the indentations.

The vice screw was then turned a srnall amount and the distance be-

tween successive pairs of indentations and the distance to the crack

tip was again measured. This process was continued until the crack

had progressed past the position of the indentations on the foil. The

differences in the distances were calculated and the results used as a

rrreasure of the arnount of deforrnation of the foil for each incrernent

of crack elongation. These values of deforrnation were then plotted

versus the crack tip to indentation distance as shown in Figure I6.

The results of this graphical presentation are discussed in a later
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Fig. I1. Typical Crack Tip and Indentations.
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se ction.

In order to determine whether there were any transient effects

present during the first series of tests a second type of test was run

to check the results of the first tests. The second tests were sirnilar

to the first ones except that a l"arger nurnber of indentations were

used. Eleven sets of eight indentations each were laid out on the

foil perpendicular to the axis of the crack. The arrangelnent is

shown in f igure I2. This arrangernent allowed the distribution of

strain in the plastically deforrned region to be ful1y deterrnined for

varying positions of the crack and rnade it possible to deterrnine the

changes in the plastically deforrned region as the crack Progressed

frorn its initial positions to its final position past the last set of

indentations. The data were taken in the sarne rnanner as in the

first series of tests. The total elongations of each set of indentations

have been calculated and are plotted in Figure 17. This rnethod of

analysis was chosen in this case in order to give a better overall

picture of the variation of the strains in the rnaterial for different

distances frorn the crack tip. Each curve rePresents a new position

of the crack tip as shown by the arrows on the curves. These results

will be discussed 1ater.
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DISCUSSION

Many of the current rnathernatical and experirnental investiga-

tions of the phenornena of crack growth are based on the deterrnina-

tion of the arnount of plastic and elastic deforrnation that occurs at

the crack tip (10, p. 1). This deterrnination is of particular irnpor-

tance when the characteristics of slow crack growth are being investi-

gated. For exarnple, it has been proposed that the starting and

stopping action observed during slow crack growth is the result of an

increase in the afiIount of plastic deforrnation that occurs in the

rnaterial surrounding the tip of the crack (3, P. 389).

It has been comrnonly assumed for the sake of sirnplified

rnathernatical analysis that the a:rea of plastic def orrnation approxi-

rnates a circle which is tangent to the crack tip and which extends

into the uncracked rnaterial. This configuration is shown in Figure

13. It has been used in conjunction with an analysis of the case of

shear loading of the crack. This rnodel has been rnodified for the

tensile case by assurning that the zone of plastic deforrnation is

elongated into the shape of an el1ipse. This configuration is shown

in Figure 14.( 10) .

On the basis of visual observation, through the use of a

rnetallograph, of the atea of plastic deforrnation during crack growth

it appeared that there was no definite boundary between the plastic
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F.ig. I3. Plastic zorle for shear case.
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Fig. 14. Plastic zone for tensile case.
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and elastic area. This conclusion is supported by the photornicro-

graphs shown in Figure 15 which is a series of photographs which

were taken at various stages of growth of a tensile crack. tr'igure I5 a

shows the original crack as introduced by the tazor blade. The dark

parabolic area is due to the fact that when the crack was introduced

into the foil there was a certain arnount of bending of the foil adjacent

to the crack and as a consequence the light frorn the illurninator of

the rnetallograph was not reflected back into the objective and the

area appears dark. The actual crack is located in the center of the

dark area and approxirnately three-eighths of an inch back frorn the

rounded point in the figure. The condition of the as-received foil rnay

be observed here and it will be noticed that the crack was introduced

perpendicular to the rolling direction as indicated by the rolling

rnarks on the surface. The load was applied parallel to the rolling

direction.

Figure 15b shows the rnaterial just ahead of the crack after a

slight increase in the strainhas occurred. The crack is still not

visible as it is located in the dark parabolic region as before. It will

be noticed that plastic deforrnation has begun and it is located pri-

rnarily in the area imrnediately ahead of the crack tip. The plastic

deforrnation rnay be identified by the characteristic wrinkling or

dirnpiing which it causes in the surface of the rnaterial. In this

figure the plastic zorle is highly localized and the rernaining rnaterial
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. I"ig.. 15a. 47x

Fig. 15b 47 x

Photornicrographs of Foil at Varioue Stages of Crack
Propagation.

Fig. 15.
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is essentially unchanged. The relative positions o{ the crack in

these photographs can be approxirnated by cornparing the positions of

observable rnarkings on the surface of the foil.

Figure I5c shows the specirnen after a further increase in

stress. In this photograph the crack tip lies approxirnately at the

edge of the darkened area. The area of the plastically deforrned

rnaterial is slightly increased and could even be irnagined to roughly

approxirnate an ellipse as has been previously discussed. It can be

seen that there is a region of very intense plastic deforrnation

directly ahead of the crack tip and the intensity of deforrnation de-

creases as the distance frorn the crack tip increases. This is to be

expected although it is difficult to define a boundary between those

areas of plastic deforrnation and. the areas of elastic deforrnation. In

fact, it was observed that srnall arnounts of plastic strain occurred

throughout the specirnen and sorne can be seen in this figure at the

right hand edge of the photograph.

In Figure I5d the stress has been further increased and it is

possible to observe the crack projecting frorn the darkened area. The

area of plastically deforrned rnaterial continues to increase and it

cornpletely surrounds the crack tip. The arnount of plastically de-

forrned rnaterial in the rest of the photograph has also increased and

further investigation of the extent of this plastically deforrned area

showed that it tended to extend throughout the entire specirnen and
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Fig. l5c 47x

Fig. 15d 47x
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was not localized in one area around the crack tip.

Figure l5e shows the crack after further extension due to in-

creased stresS. It will again be noticed that a severe arnount of

plastic deforrnation surrounds the crack tip and the intensity of de-

forrnation decreases as one Progresses out frorn the tip. At this

point it is irnpossible to define arry area at the crack tip which rnight

be defined as containinq all of the plastically deforrned rnaterial.

Instead, it is seen that plastic deforrnation has taken place throughout

the material. The formation of srnall cracks ahead of the tip of the

rnain crack is shown here and they rnay be identified by the intense

arnount of plastic deforrnation which accornPanies them.

Figure I5f shows further progression of the crack with in-

creased displacernent of the vice jaws. Here again the severe de-

forrnation next to the tip is obvious and the decrease in deforrnation

with increased distance away frorr the crack is apparent. Pre-

cracking is not as well observed in this photograph as in the previous

one; however, the arnount of plastic deformation in the rest of the

material continues to increase.

Figures 159 and I5h were both taken after the crack had been

further propagated a short distance. Figure 15h was taken with

oblique lighting to emphasize the arnount of plastically deforrned

rnaterial that was present. Figure I59 shows a good exarnple of the

formation of srnall cracks ahead of the actual crack tip. These srnall
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Fig. l5e 47x

Fig. 15f 47x
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Fig. I5g 47x

r.ig. 15h,i,
(Same as Figure 149 only

47x
with oblique lighting. )
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cracks have an area of severe plastic deforrnation which surrounds

thern in addition to the deforrnation which is already present frorn

the propagation of the rnain crack. These exarnples show very

intense deforrnation around the crack tip and the deforrrlation in the

rest of the rnaterial appears to exist throughout. This is illustrated

particularly well by the obliqu.e lighting in Figure I5h. It was sub-

sequently observed that the rnain crack joined the srnall crack which

is beginning to forrn and continued to progress in that direction.

Figure 15i consists of two photographs which show the rnaterial

ahead of the crack tip. It should be noted that the two parts of the

figure do not exactly match at their adjacent boundaries but they are

very close and they cover a distance of about 3.3 rnillirneters ahead

of the crack. The lower photornicrograph shows the rnaterial in the

vicinity of the crack which is seen in the lower portion of the figure.

Again, the severe deforrnation around the crack tip is shown along

with the continued deforrnation of the rnaterial further away frorn the

tip. The upper photograph was taken a short distance ahead of the

crack and shows the arnount of deforrnation which was Present at a

further distance than was shown in the previous photographs. The

arnount of plastic deforrnation is seen to decrease as the distance

frorn the crack increases. At the top of the upper picture the arnount

of deforrnation has decreased to such a point that the surface nearly

resernbles the original rnaterial as shown in Figure 14a. Under
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Fig. I5i 47x
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oblique lighting, however, sorne plastic deforrnation rvas still visible.

There are several observations which rnay be rnade in connec-

tion with the preceeding photornicrographs. The fr"r"st and probably

the rnost obvious is the fact that the zone of plastic deforrrration is not

confined to an area which rnay be described by a sirnple geornetrical

configuration. As has L:,een described, th.e plastic deforrnation

appeared to extend throughout the whole volurne of the specirnen an-d

it increased in intensity everywhere as the crack continued to grow.

This would lead to the conclusion that there is an overall plastic

strain which occurs in the rnaterial in addition to the local intense

deforrnation which occurs as a result of the propagation of the crack

tip. Therefore, it does not seerrr that the rnathernatical rnodel of a

definite zone of plastic deforrnation, with only elastic deforrnation

occurring outside of the zowe, is accurate.

The actual behavior for different rnaterials will be variable.

In the present set of tests the alurninum foil was very ductile. It is

reasonable to assume that the arrount of deforrnation in a less ductile

rnaterial will be srnaller, but it would not follow that even in such

cases there would be a definite transition between the plastic and

elastic conditions. More accurate analysis of the energy require-

rnents for catastrophic propagation would necessarily involve a rnore

cornplicated rnodel in which the plastic deforrnation which occurs

outside the regions of the previously assurned zoue of plastic
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deforrnation is taken into account, since it appears that the deforrna-

tion in these areas is appreciable.

The results of the first series of tests in whi-ch the arnount of

plastic deforrnation was actually rneasured using the Tukon rnicro-

hardness tester are shorvn in Figure I6. The individual curves are

lettered A through E and they represent the spaces between the

various indentations. The layout of the indentations is shown on the

graph. Each curve shows the arnount of deforrnation that was present

in the rnaterial at the variou,s stages of the crack growth. The two

curves lettered A and E show the least arnount of deformation while

curves B and D exhibit sornewhat rnore deforrnation. Curve C pro-

gresses vertically off the graph due to the crack having passed

through this spacing Therefore,.the distance between the spots on

each side of this space was greatly increased.

It can be seen that the arnou,nt of deforrnation increases gradual-

1y as the position of the crack tip is approached. The crack tip rnay

be considered to be located at zero on the abscissa. The deforrnation

gradient becomes greater, however, as the crack Cornes nearer and

in the region irnrnediately in front of the crack there is a large in-

crease in the strain. This coincides with the observations of the

photornicrographs previously discussed in that there was a region of

severe plastic deforrnation irnrnediately ahead of the crack tip.

As the crack passes the position of the row of indentations, the
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strain gradientdecreases andthen becomes negative, Thid id due to the

elastic recovery that takes place in the rnaterial when the stress is

removed. The srnall decreaee in the deformation curves occurring

at the left hand edge of the graph, which corresponds to a position

inside the strain relieved area, indicates that there is sorne elastic

strain present in addition to the plastic strain in the stressed material

ahead of the crack tip. The curve does not, however, indicate any

point ahead of the crack at which plastic strain rnay be considered to

begin. A number of specirnens were tested in a similar rnanner using

the single row of spots and all of the results were similar to those in

Figure 16.

The results of the second series of tests which were run to

check the transient effects of crack propagation are shown in Figure

L7. Six curves are shown which represent six stages of the crack

during its propagation and the position of the crack is indicated by the

small arrow above each curve. The crack is propagating from left

to right on the graph. Curve one shows the amount of deformation

after the crack has been moved a srnall arnount. It can be seen that

there has been a general increase in the amount of strain as the tip

of the crack is approached, but the strain gradient decreases rapidly

as the distance from the crack tip is increased. Curve two is sirnilar

to curve one and shows further deformation in the rn'aterial after the

crack has been extended. There is a general increase in the arnount
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of strain present and it will be noticed that as one approaches the

vicinity of the crack the strain gradient increases as does the actual

strain.

Curve three begins to assurne the shape of the stable configura-

tion of strain gradient. There is a general increase in the strain

over the whole surface of the specirnen with an abrupt rise in the

strain irnrnediately ahead of the crack. The decrease in the strain

after the crack has passed is shown here and the reaaons for this

have already been associated with the effects of elastic recovery.

Curves four, five, and six all show the sarne general configura-

tion of strain gradient. Due to, the extensive length of tirne necessary

to record all the data it is possible that there was sorne creeP occur-

ring in the specirnen. This would heip explain the higher rnaxirnurn

in curve four than the rnaxirnurn value of curve five since the data

were taken on different days. Another factor which would contribute

to this discrepancy in the data is the fact that the process of propa-

gation is not srnooth, in that the crack tends to progress in steps and

rnay not foIlow a regular path. As the stress is increased a crack will

jurrp ahead and then stop and then will iur.P again. This steplike

movernent of the crack on an irregular path would be expected to

produce an irregular or steplike variation in the strain gradient.

This would lead to a range of values of strain that could be observed

depending on the condition of the crack at the instant that the data is
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taken.

The data frorn these tests corroborate the previous observa-

tions, discussed in connection with the photornicrographs, that ex-

tensive plastic deforrnation is occurring throughout the specimen.

The abrupt rise in each curve ahead of the crack tip shows that there

is a region in which large, but localized deformations are occurring

and it also supports the assumption that the maxirnum strain is

occurring near the tip of the crack. However, the gradual decrease

in the strain ordinate ahead of the crack indicates that the plastic

strain shown in Figure 17 tapers off as the distance from the crack

increases and it seems apparent that this decrease in plastic strain

continues to the boundaries of the specimen.

On the basis of the photomicrographs and the deformation

rneasurernents that were made it is not possible to either support or

criticize the theory of slow crack propagation. During the initial

stages of crack growth it is apparent that the plastic deforrnation is

spreading throughout the whole volume of the specimen. However,

the rneasurements that were rnade were not sufficient to describe the

plastic deforrnation effects at a position which is a Iarge distance

from the crack tip. Therefore, it has been shown that the plastic

deforrnation does not appear to be confined to a given geometrical

configuration and that it does progress outwards from the crack tip

dUring the initial stages of crack growth. It is not possible, however,
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to deterrnine, on the basis of the data obtai4ed, whether this plastic

deforrnation continues to grow outwards as the crack continues to

grow or whether it attains a-stable configuration which rnoves along

with the crack.

Further analysis of the data obtained from the second series of

tests is possible by calculating the actual strains which occurred

between each pair of indentations. This was done by finding the

amount of deformation which occurred between each of the pairs of

adjacent indentations which rnake up the eleven sets of indentations.

This calculation was made for the data of curves four, five, and six

since they all show nearly the sarne configuration. The calculations

and resultant data are shown in the Appendix. The total strains, in-

cluding both elastic and plastic colnPonents, were then calculated

frorn the deformations and are averaged for the three curves at

equivalent positions relative to the crack tip. The eight indentations

in each of the eleven sets separate the material adjacent to the crack

into seven rectangular strips parallel to the crack as seen in Figure

lZ. Seven curves were then plotted frorn the data which represent

the variation of strain with distance from the crack tip, in the

direction that the crack was running, for each of the seven strips of

material These curves are shown in Figure 18.

An iso-strain contour may be drawn around the crack tip by

picking a value of constant strain and noting the distances from the
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crack tip at which this value of strain occurs for each of the seven

curves shown in Figure 18. These data were plotted and the re-

sulting rnap of iso--strain contours is shown in Figure I9' In order to

rnake a more complete rnap it would be necessary to use a greater

number of indentations and place thern closer together. This would en-

tail the expenditure of a gteat deal of tirne and work.

The iso-strain contours shown are based on a lirnited arnount of

data and several assurnptions and approxirnations were rnade in corn-

pleting thern. The data, however, indicated the general shape

of the cornplete curves for sorne of the contours and the rest of the

contours were drawn in similarly. In order to avoid rnisinterpreta-

tion of the tso-strain curves it should be noticed that there is a

difference in the scales on the horizontal and vertical axes.

Figure 19 indicates the distribution of strains around the tip of

a propagating crack in which the strains have assurned a stable con-

figuration. The contour lines are nearly syrnrnetrical around the

crack tip except for the lower portions of the curves in the strain

relieved area. The spacing.between the lines of constant strain in

this area are much srnaller than the spacing between corresponding

strain lines in the upper portion of the rnaP. No logical explanation

is readily available but it is very likely due to the inherent irregular-

ity in the deforrnation and crack propagation process, which cause

irregularities in the data. Ae has been previously rnentioned, the
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propagation of a crack is a very irregular Process and this leads to

scatter in the data that are obtained. Therefore, after the calcula-

tions are rnade and the da(a points are obtained frorn the plotted

curves it is probable that some erratic effects have accurnulated.

The effects of elastic recovery are obviously here as indicated

by the fact that the contours of higher constant strain at any given

crack position rnove closer to the crack axis after the crack tip has

passed that position. The strain in the rounded portions of the curves

around the crack tip are total values which include both elastic and

plastic strain. In the strain relieved area, however, the elastic part

of the strain is not present and only the plastic strain remains which

is indicated by the leve1 portions of the curves near the origins of the

crack. It is not possible, however, to determine the relatlve pro-

portions of the elastic and the plastic strain in the areas surrounding

the crack.

Using the data and the curves of Figure I9 it is possible to

rnake an approxirnation of the length of crack that would be necessary

in order to cause the crack to propagate catastrophically. It will be

recalled that the criterion for rapid crack growth was that the re-

lease of strain energy must equal or exceed the work done in

plastically deforrnipg the rnaterial for unit changes in the crack

length. This was stated syrnbolically:
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dP
dA

The amount of plastic work that has been done may be calculated from

the value s of the iso - strain contour s and the stre s s - strain diagram

for the material. This was done and the calculations are shown in

the Appendix. This value for the plastic work done can then be

equated to the expression for the sirain energy in the material which

was:

dc n zt<t!

aE=-zE *

Assurning a value of stress of 5000 psi, which is close to the

stress values used in sorne of the unsuccessful tests run during

phases one and two of the project, the length of crack necessary for

rapid crack growth to occur rnay be calculated. This value was

found to be 48.7 inches, assurning the case of infinite boundaries.

Obviously, a crack length of this rnagnitude was not obtainable on the

equipment used and this would help explain the failure to obtain

catastrophic crack propagation at this low value of stress. This is,

of course, a rough approxirnation although an error of even 50 per-

cent would not change the significance of the final answer.

If the calculations are correct, no catastrophic failure should

take place under the assumed testing conditions. However, as was

rnentioned previously, this type of failure was observed during the

first two phases of the testing program. The rnost logical explanation

dG,
dA-
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of this occurrence is that the testing conditions did not cornpletely

satisfy the several assurnptions upon which the theory was based.

This would include the fact that work was done on the systern even

though precautions were taken to prevent this. The occurrence of

unaccounted-for strain such as due to creep or slippage of the foil

in the clarnps would cause a variation frorn theoretical conditions.

Energy rnight also have been received frorn the foam rubber in the

clamps since deformation of the rubber occurred during the stressing

of the foil.

The movernent of the boundaries and the resulting work on the

systern probably are the greatest cause of the occurrence of catas-

trophic propagation which would account for the variation of the

experimental results frorn those predicted on the basis of the theory.

The crack lengths calculated previously are rnuch too large to

satisfy the theoretical assurnption that the crack length is srnall in

cornparison to the width of the sheet. The case of infinite boundaries

was used for the calculations and rnuch larger sheets of foil would be

needed to cornply with this assurnption.

In future testing programs the problern could be avoided by

using a rnaterial which has been work hardened so that the arnount of

energy absorbed in plastic deforrnation would be less. This would

allow criticality to occur at much shorter crack lengths than those

calculated although the stresses needed would be higher. For these
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tests it rnight be advisable to use thin sheets of the rnaterial rather

than a foi1. This would decrease the problerns in handling the

specirnens although it would require the construction of a larger

testing apparatus. Once the necessary conditions for criticality have

been established an investigation of the effects of rnetallurgical

variables on the tendency for a crack to propagate catastrophically

in a given rnaterial can be rnade.
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t.

CONCLUSIONS

The plastic deformation at the tip of the crack was not observed

to be confined to a given geornetrical area.

A regular symetrical pattern of iso-strain contours was

observed to exist around the tip of a propagating crack'

The phenornenon of slow crack propagation was observed in the

second phase of testing although no definite supporting data for

the theory of slow crack growth were obtained.

The maximum amount of strain was observed to occur in the

material adjacent to the crack tip and a decrease in the strain

was seen to occur as the crack Progressed past the point in

que stion.

calculations based on the theory showed that the critical

crack length at which catastrophic propagation could occur

would be rnuch larger than was obtainable with the available

equiprnent. The f act that catastrophic failure was observed

was attributed to the fact that the testing conditions did not

satisfy the theoretical assumptions rnade.

Further experimentation in the areas of slow crack growth and

plastic deformation effects at the crack tip is needed to pro-

vide the data necessary for rnore cornplete understanding of

these phenornena.

z.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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SAMPLE CALCULATIONS FOR PLASTIC DEFORMATION TESTS
SERIES I AND II

Series I Calculations

The data necessary for the analysis of these tests were the

crack to indentation distances and the deforrnation of the material be-

tween the indentations. The crack to indentation distances were rea{.

directly frorn the rnicrorneter screw on the rnicroton and the defor.

mations were calculated frorn the positions of the indentations, The

raw data is shown in Table I. The indentations were numbered one

through six and the position of each indentation was fi)easured for each

crack position, The distances between adjacent indentations were

calculated by taking the differences in the position measurements.

These differences were designated as A, B, C, and so on. Therefore:

The deflections for each spacing at the various crack positions

were found by taking the difference between the initial distance be-

tween two adjacent indentations and the final distance between the

sarne two indentations. Therefore:

Dr-Dr=A
Dr-Dr=B

Az-Ar=

Bz-Br=

Where: D is the position of
the various indentations.

W'here: 6is the deflection in the
individual spaces.

6
A

6
B
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Table I. Raw Data for Plastic Deformation Measurernents - Series I.

I1LL23456
CS

044 I 160 I 1 15 943 5ZZ 086
941 324

9A7 486 052

066 I 156 1090 923 500 062
741 119

945 519 082
r74 r r51 977 934 509 07I

718 094
9r8 4gZ 053

258 tL44 886 925 501 060
957 332

927 499 057

336 1090 754 9ZZ 494 055
903 216

896 467 027

508 ro35 527 936 509 053
958 326

g5z 5Zl 077
646 979 333 9s3 517 068

964 527
956 520 059

759 924 155 960 520 060
9 68 319

959 517 06I
8Zr 9ZL 100 965 518 045

943 264
g4z 485 otg

89r 9t9 ?8 978 529 056
965 239

960 503 033

9r9 9r9 o 960 513 o4I
959 216

951 492 oZZ

r o r 5 9L 6 -99 935 492 o?,0

965 134
956 49A OZ8
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Calculated Deflections for Plastic Deforrnation Tests -
Series I.

EDCBAL

r090

977

886

954

52.7

3?3

165

100

Z8

0

-99

Z

z

-1

4

.1

9

4

6

Z

OZ

-4

Z

0

3

-z

7

3

1I

13

0

01

0

4

Z

I

z

5

5

IZ

30

47

L7

88

5

0

Z

I

Z

5

6

I5

0

z

01

3

Z

3

-z

4

7

5

t0

4

0

0
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Series II Calculations

The raw data for the Series II tests was sirnilar to the data for

the Series I tests except that there were eleven sets of eight indenta-

tions in the second tests. The differences in the indentation positions

were calculated as in Series I. However, the total elongation of the

cornplete set of points was calculated instead of the individual deflec-

tions. This was accornplished by obtaining the surns of the differences

for each set of indentations. These surns were then corrected for

the elongation due to the crack passing between the indentations. The

corrected values were checked by actually rneasuring the width of the

crack during the tests. The calculated differences are shown in

Table III and the total deflections are shown in Table IV.

Iso -Strain Contour Calculations

The data for the iso-strain contour rrraP was calculated by

taking the deflections for each of the individual spaces between the

spots in sets four, five, and six of the Series II tests in a rnanner

sirnilar to that used in the Series I calculations. These deflections

were then divided by the original distance between the indentations for

each space to obtain the strain occurring in that space. These strain

values were then averaged for the three sets of data for corresponding

spaces and these values are shown in Table V. The average strain

values were plotted versus the crack distance for each of the seven
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Table III. Raw Data and Calculated Differences for Plastic Deformation Tests.

Series II Set I

LcLr1A283C4D5E6F7G8

o70 110 931 423 508 437 077
921 422 499 428 A7r

921 434 487 425 062

502 440 062

o70 933 933 423 510 438 072

928 423 505 433 072

s28 430 498 426 072

503 43t O72

o70 310 953 422 531 436 095

955 427 528 433 095

9s5 429 s26 426 100

538 438 100

o70 4to 942 423 519 437 082

938 425 513 431 082

938 432 s06 425 081

513 432 081

o70 510 939 424 515 433 082

933 422 511 429 082

933 432 501 425 076
s15 439 076

o70 610 939 425 514 435 079

935 421 514 435 079

935 431 504 425 079

512 433 079

o70 7to 924 423 501 436 065

9r9 422 497 432 065

919 426 493 426 067

495 428 067

o70 810 936 423 513 436 077

932 423 509 432 077

932 433 499 424 075
495 420 07s

o70 910 957 429 538 436 toz
955 421 534 432 rO2

955 428 527 430 @7
525 428 097

o70 1010 920 424 496 436 060

915 42s 490 430 060
915 437 478 423 05s

479 424 055

o70 1110 959 416 543 437 106

961 427 534 428 106

961 431 530 427 103

530 427 103



Table IV. Calculated and
Tests - Series

Corrected Values of Total Deforrnation for Plastic Deforrnation
II.

1110Set

I
z
3

4
5
6

I

3009
,::t

3004
307 5

3t62
3r49
3725

301 r
3054
3LZ7
3r81
3246
3t7 L

317 7

3005
3033
30 89
3179
327 |
319 i
327 5

3004
3O29
3096
3rz9
3196
3205
3273

300 5

3024
3054
3101
3L4L
3244
3304

2993
30L4
3041
3067
3100
3L62
3Z59

z99L
3018
3036
3049
3A7 4
3LZI
31 85

30 04
3017
303I
305:z
3067
3103
3r31

2999
3023
3037
304I
3063
3080
3r3Z

2993
30IZ
3029
3039
3054
30 67
309 3

Calculated Differences in Deforrnation for Plastic Deforrnation Test - Series IL

1110Set

ZII9z599

48

7T

r58

145

LZI

43

II6

r70

235

r60

r66

zz8

84

r69

266

r86

270

8Z

LZ5

Lgz

201

269

96

236

239

299

74

207

r69

266

83

130

194

4B

99

rz7

BI

r33

70

r00

49

r9

36

46

61

3B

Z4

4Z

64

t3

Z7

63

z7

45

58

@
(j)
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Table V. Average Strains - Sets 5, 6, & 7.

GFEDBA C

.0262

. O4ZZ

.0339

. 0448

.0456

.0417

. ozSz

.0393

.0r83

. ozl4

.0168

.0390

.0331

.0445

.o475

.0503

.0452

.039s

.0333

. O3ZL

.0275

.0275

.0561

.0514

.05t'Z

.069s

.06s6

.0529

.0466

.0323

.0r89

.0r65

.01i7

"0762

.0936

.0960

.0951

.08s6

.0578

. 0407

.0332

. 03IB

.0292

.0280

.0582

. z058

, I927

. L33Z

.1033

. tzSz

.0435

.0308

.030r

.0254

.0255

. 8093

.0733

.0837

.0956

.1059

.0659

.04I1

.036r

. 041I

. 0385

.0356

.0630

.0517

.0538

. 0400

.0370

oz55 .oz8g

oz7 |

0164 .0164
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spaces and frorn these curves the positions of the points of constant

strain could be deterrnined. These values are shown in Table VI

and were plotted versus crack position to obtain the rnap of iso-

strain contours.
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Table VI. Iso-Strain Contour Data.

Str ain Position Distance

0.0250
il

tt

il

0.03?5
ll

il

ll

il

il

il

0,0500
ll

il

il

il

il

0.075
ll

il

A
ti

_t,

G

A

B

C

D

E

r'
G

B

C

D

E

F

G

zB0

430

380

4ZO

300

540

280

300

990

1 I80

I 100

I 130

840

9I0

940

g3s

960

940

9zo

640

860

850

870

850

800

750

760

790

D

E

F
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PLASTIC DEFORMATION ENERGY CALCULATIONS

The plastic strain energy for each of the strips parallel to the

crack rnay be calculated by assurning an average value for the strain

in the strip. In Figure 19 the iso-strain contours near the letters A,

B, C, and D are used to divide the rnaterial adjacent to the crack into

four nearly equal strips. The average strain in each strip is found

by averaging the strain on the adjacent contours.

The amount of plastic strain energy is found by taking the area

under the stress-strain curve for 1100-H14 Alurninurn uP to the

particular value of strain for the strip being considered. This pro-

cedure is done for each of the four strips. The area of each strip.

per unit length of crack is:

^ (0. 3 rnrn) (1 in. ) (0.001 in. )Area = = 1.18 x I0 -5. Z
1n.

For both sides of the crack:

Area=Z.35xiO-5in.Z

The strain energy in each strip per unit length of crack rnay

now be calculated by taking the values obtained frorn the area under

the curve and rnultiplying this by the area of the strip per unit length

of crack"

Or: Strain Energy = (2.36 x lO-5) (Area under Curve)

The total strain energy in all four striPs on each side of the crack

is found by adding the individual strain energy values together.
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In order to have an instable crack, it was shown in the theory

that:

dP dG
dA=dA

and dG/dA is gi.ren by:

dG . o'n,l
dA=- ?E--

Multiplying this by the th.ickness "t" the expression can be put on the

basis of a un.it of crack iength. T'herefore, we have:

Strain Energ',r - t o!!<' I

The calculated value oL the strain energy was:

Strain Energy = 0. 0955 in Ib/in

and the thickness of the foil was 0.001 inches.

Therefore: 
)

o. 0955 - (o' oo1)lr .tctl 
)

Assurning that the stress is 5000 psi, the critical length of the crack

is found to be:

! = 48.7 inches




